The activity of 378 single neurons was recorded from areas of the parahippocampal region (PHR), including the perirhinal and lateral entorhinal cortex, as well as the subiculum, in rats performing an odor-guided delayed nonmatching-to-sample task. Nearly every neuron fired in association with some trial event, and every identifiable trial event or behavior was encoded by neuronal activity in the PHR. The greatest proportion of cells was active during odor sampling, and for many cells, activity during this period was odor selective. In addition, odor memory coding was reflected in two general ways. First, a substantial proportion of cells showed odorselective activity throughout or at the end of the memory delay period. Second, odor-responsive cells showed odor-selective enhancement or suppression of activity during stimulus repetition in the recognition phase of the task. These data, combined with evidence that the PHR is critical for maintaining odor memories in animals performing the same task, indicate that this cortical region mediates the encoding of specific memory cues, maintains stimulus representations, and supports specific match-nonmatch judgments critical to recognition memory. By contrast, hippocampal neurons do not demonstrate evoked or maintained stimulusspecific codings, and hippocampal damage results in little if any decrement in performance on this task. Thus it becomes increasingly clear that the parahippocampal cortex can support recognition memory independent of the distinct memory functions of the hippocampus itself.
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The parahippocampal region (PHR) has become a focus for anatomical, behavioral, and electrophysiological studies of the medial temporal lobe memory system (Eichenbaum et al., 1994; Brown, 1996; Murray, 1996; Suzuki, 1996) . This cortical area surrounds the hippocampus and amygdala and is composed of several distinct subdivisions, including the perirhinal, entorhinal, and parahippocampal (in monkeys) or postrhinal (in rats) cortices (Witter et al., 1989; Burwell et al., 1995) . The PHR receives inputs from widespread secondary or "association" cortical regions and provides the major conduit for hippocampal outputs to the same cortical association areas. This anatomical evidence indicates that the PHR occupies a pivotal position for mediating memory functions of the hippocampal region.
Neuropsychological findings indicate that the PHR indeed plays a critical role in recognition memory, independent of its role as an intermediary for cortical-hippocampal interactions (Eichenbaum et al., 1994; Murray, 1996) . This evidence comes mainly from experiments examining the effects of damage to the hippocampal region on performance in a simple recognition memory test known as delayed nonmatching to sample (DNMS) (Eichenbaum et al., 1994) . In the standard version of this task, originally devised by Gaffan (1974) , animals are presented with a novel "sample" cue and then after a variable memory delay must show that they recognize the sample by selecting against it (nonmatching) when presented with a choice between the now familiar stimulus and a new item. Several studies using different variants of DNMS in both rats and monkeys have shown that damage to the PHR results in a severe and selective deficit in performance at long delays (Zola-Morgan et al., 1989b , 1994 Gaffan and Murray, 1992; Otto and Eichenbaum, 1992a; Meunier et al., 1993; Suzuki et al., 1993; Eacott et al., 1994; Gaffan, 1994; Mumby and Pinel, 1994) , whereas ablation of the hippocampus or transection of the fornix produce relatively little deficit (Bachevalier et al., 1985; Aggleton et al., 1986 Aggleton et al., , 1989 Zola-Morgan et al., 1989a , 1994 Gaffan, 1974; Gaffan et al., 1984; Mumby et al., 1992) or no deficit (Rothblat and Kromer, 1991; Otto and Eichenbaum, 1992a; Jackson-Smith et al., 1993; Kesner et al., 1993; Gaffan, 1994; Murray, 1996; Murray and Mishkin, 1996) .
To mediate performance in DNMS, a specific encoding of the sample cue must be maintained throughout the memory delay. The stored representation must then be compared with choice items presented in the recognition test. In a recent study examining the firing patterns of hippocampal neurons in rats performing an odor-guided DNMS task, we found no cells that encoded specific sample cues, maintained stimulus representations during the memory delay, or fired in association with match or nonmatch comparisons for particular sample and test odors (Otto and Eichenbaum, 1992b) . These findings are consistent with the neuropsychological data indicating that the hippocampus itself is not essential for odor-guided DNMS performance (Otto and Eichenbaum, 1992a) . In the present study we extended our recordings to determine whether firing patterns of PHR neurons would reflect these aspects of stimulus representation. Our studies focused on the perirhinal cortex and the lateral entorhinal cortex, two parts of the PHR that receive direct olfactory inputs (Deacon et al., 1983) , and on the subiculum, another retrohippocampal cortical area that is reciprocally connected with the PHR.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects. Nine male Long-Evans rats, weighing between 340 and 550 gm at the beginning of the experiment, served as subjects. The animals were housed individually, maintained on a 12 hr light/dark cycle, and given ad libitum access to food. Water access was restricted to that earned during the performance of the continuous DNMS (cDNMS) task, and to 40 min of free access per day at the end of each test session.
Electrodes, surgery, and histology. The electrode assemblies consisted of 10 25-m-diameter Formvar-coated nichrome wires of equal length bundled into a 27 gauge cannula (Eichenbaum et al., 1977) and attached to a vertically driveable connector (Kubie, 1984) . The animals were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (50 mg / kg, i.p.) supplemented with methoxyflurane when necessary; atropine was administered (0.5 mg in 1 cc, i.p.) to reduce mucous secretions. With use of aseptic surgical procedures, the electrode assemblies were implanted stereotaxically, with the skull level at the following coordinates: for lateral entorhinal cortex and subiculum, 5.2 mm posterior to and 5.0 mm lateral to bregma, and 6.5 mm below the pial surface with the electrode carrier oriented at 16°from vertical in the coronal plane; for perirhinal cortex, 5.2 mm posterior to and 5.0 mm lateral to bregma, and 4.5 mm below the pial surface with the electrode carrier oriented at 17.5°from vertical in the coronal plane. At the conclusion of testing, each subject was administered a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbital (100 mg / kg), a 15 A current was passed through three of the recording electrodes, and the animal was then perfused transcardially with normal saline followed by 10% buffered formalin. The brains were removed from the skulls and stored in 10% buffered formalin for 24 hr and then transferred to a 3% potassium ferrocyanide solution for another 24 hr. This second solution produced a Prussian blue reaction that aided the localization of the electrode tips. Finally, the brains were transferred to a 30% sucrose-formalin solution for an additional 24 -48 hr, coronal sections were cut at 30 m on a sliding microtome, and the sections were mounted and stained with thionin.
Unit recording and computerized data acquisition. The subjects were screened once per day for unit activity. If no activity was identified during screening, the electrode was advanced ϳ40 m and allowed to settle for at least 24 hr before subsequent screening. Up to four channels of neural activity were passed individually through a high-impedance JFET headstage and then to AC amplifiers (Grass, model P511K) , where the signals were amplified 5000ϫ and bandpass-filtered at 300 -3000 Hz. Each channel of neural activity was recorded separately on a multi-track digital tape recorder (Vetter, model PCM400) for subsequent off-line data acquisition. Additionally, computer-generated digital pulses that coded the behavioral events were also recorded. During the off-line data analysis sessions, unit isolation was achieved using a software template-matching algorithm (Spike2) provided with a computerized data acquisition system (Cambridge Electronic Design, model 1401ϩ). With this system, up to eight units could be isolated from each channel of neural activity. Only units with signal-to-noise ratios of at least 3:1 were included in the analysis.
Behavioral apparatus. The behavioral apparatus consisted of a 30-cmsquare aluminum chamber with one wall slanted at 5°outward from the floor. Odor stimuli were presented at a conical sniff port located on the center of the slanted wall, 5 cm above the floor. A photodetector mounted in the entrance to the sniff port monitored stimulus sampling responses. A water reward cup with its own photodetector was located 2.5 cm directly below the sniff port, and two 24 V panel lamps were located 10 cm to each side and 10 cm above the water cup. Odor cues were generated by a 16-channel flow-dilution olfactometer. The stimulus set was composed of 16 arbitrarily selected volatile odors that were easily discriminable to the experimenters. Half of the odors were common food scents (e.g., anise, almond, peppermint, lemon, celery seed, cinnamon, banana, clove) and the others were pure chemical odorants or extracts (e.g., geraniol, amyl acetate, phenethyl alcohol, eugenol, terpineol, guiacol, damascone, jasmopyrane), and each was diluted to 5% in propylene glycol. Initially a clean airstream was generated from pressurized air that was dehydrated with calcium chloride, cleaned with activated charcoal, and then rehydrated with distilled water. This airstream was then split such that half of it flowed continuously at a rate of 0.5 l /min, serving to clear the odor channels during the intertrial interval (ITI). During the last 2 sec of the ITI, the other half of the airstream (0.5 l /min) was saturated with a selected odor and then added to the clean airstream, resulting in a final stimulus flow rate of 1.0 l /min. Odorized and clean airstreams were passed through a three-way solenoid valve mounted immediately outside of, and connected to, the sniff port. During the entire ITI the airstream was diverted by this valve to a vacuum dump at 2 l /min. Because the vacuum flow rate was greater than that of the input airstream, odors in the sniff port were effectively eliminated during periods when no odor was being presented. When a subject initiated an odor presentation by breaking the sniff port photobeam at an appropriate time, the solenoid valve was activated, allowing the odorized airstream to reach the sniff port; deactivation of this valve occurred immediately whenever the subject withdrew its nose from the sniff port. Additionally, a fan mounted on the top of the chamber was used to continuously exhaust air, thereby ensuring that odors did not linger in the chamber between odor presentations. All procedural events were controlled and behavioral responses were recorded by a PC-compatible computer equipped with a 32-bit digital input/output board.
Behavioral procedures. Training on the cDNMS task proceeded in a series of three phases. First, rats were given a minimum of two 60-trial sessions of shaping. A nose poke of ϳ250 msec (in the range of 220 msec to 280 msec) into the sniff port resulted in the presentation of an odor chosen on a pseudorandom basis from a set of either 8 or 16 odors selected at random from a large stock of odorants. A subsequent water port response terminated the odor presentation and was reinforced with a 0.05 ml water reward. During this phase, the odor presented on each trial always differed from that presented on the immediately preceding trial. A 3 sec delay was imposed between trials; the house lights were extinguished during the delay and subsequently reilluminated to signal the availability of the next trial. Nose pokes into the sniff port during the last 2 sec of the delay extended the delay by an additional 2 sec.
In the second phase, rats learned the cDNMS task in daily sessions of 60 -200 trials, using the full set of 16 odors. On each trial the end of the ITI (memory delay) was signaled by illumination of the house light, and the rat could then perform a nose poke of ϳ250 msec into the sniff port to initiate stimulus onset. On half of the trials, the odor was different from that presented on the previous trial (a nonmatch or Sϩ trial) and a response to the water port within 5 sec ("go" or Rϩ) was rewarded. On other trials, the odor was the same as that presented on the previous trial (a match or SϪ trial), and water port responses on these trials were not reinforced; rats learned not to make the water port response ("no-go" or RϪ) on these trials. Errors of commission resulted in the immediate offset of the house lights. On any trial when no water port response was made within 5 sec of the odor onset, the odor and house lights were turned off simultaneously and the delay period began. Correct responses were followed by a 3 sec delay; incorrect responses were followed by a 7 sec delay. Incorrect responses on match trials were initially followed by one or two correction trials, that is, repetitions of the same match trial. Daily training was provided until the rats reached a criterion of 18 correct responses out of 20 consecutive trials. Once this criterion was met, correction trials were no longer provided.
In the third stage, daily cDNMS sessions continued while we searched for and recorded from cells. During these sessions the delay was held constant at 3 sec for five of the six rats from which perirhinal cells were recorded. In these rats, odor responses were evaluated for the full set of 16 odors. The remaining rats were presented with odors from the reduced set of eight odors and were tested with delays of both 3 and 30 sec. Each delay occurred pseudorandomly on half the trials of a cDNMS session. The actual delay between the odor offset of one trial and the odor onset of the next trial could be somewhat longer, depending on the latency of a rat to initiate a trial after the onset of the houselight signal. On each day, electrodes were surveyed for cellular activity while the animals performed the cDNMS task. If no cells were identified, the animals continued performing the task until 100 trials were completed to maintain performance. When the activity of at least one cell with a suitable signal-to-noise ratio was observed, the data recorder was started and a 300 -500 trial cDNMS session was presented. After each session, the electrode was advanced 40 m.
Data analysis. The analysis of neuronal firing patterns was performed in two stages. First, all cells were assessed for activity associated with specific trial events and behavioral acts that occurred in the same sequence on each trial. This event analysis focused on (1) the onset of the house lights signaling the beginning of a trial; (2) entry into the sniff port initiating the trial; (3) onset of the odor presentation; (4) removal of the nose from the sniff port, referred to henceforth as the "unpoke"; and (5) entry into the water port as the discriminative response to retrieve the reward. For each cell a set of graphic analyses was prepared to display unit activity associated with each of these trial events. Each analysis included a raster display of approximately 15 representative trials plus a summary histogram for all trials that displayed averaged peri-event activity accumulated in 100 msec bins for 2 sec before and after the event, plotted as a continuous line indicating average spikes/second for each bin. To compare the present results with the CA1 recordings obtained from rats performing the same task (Otto and Eichenbaum, 1992b) , this analysis was used to identify three general functionally defined cell types: "cue-sampling cells," whose activity changed maximally (either increased or decreased) while the subject was sampling an odor; "reward-approach cells," whose activity changed during the approach to the water cup and rewar consumption; and "trial-initiation cells," whose activity changed maximally just before or during the trial initiation. Because of our specific interest in neural activity during the delay, an additional category of cells was identified as "delay cells," and we focused on firing during the middle of the shorter (3 sec) delay period. Cue-sampling cells were operationally defined as those neurons whose average change in activity was maximal during the period between odor onset and 500 msec after odor onset; "delay" cells were defined as those whose change in activity was maximal between 2 and 2.5 sec after the unpoke; reward-approach cells were defined as those whose change in activity was maximal 100 msec before to 400 msec after the water port entry; and trial-initiation cells were defined as those whose change in activity was maximal 250 msec before to 250 msec after the sniff port entry. The statistical significance of these changes was determined using paired t tests (two-tailed) that compared activity during the periods defined above with background activity defined as the average firing rate during the 1 sec period immediately preceding the onset of the house lights, a period that followed the defined "delay" period and preceded the "trial initiation" period. Thus this epoch is included within the overall memory delay, but it occurs near the end of that period when delay-related activity might be expected to be minimized, and so provides the best estimate of background firing rate between trials. For all cue-sampling and reward-approach units with significant ( p Ͻ 0.05) changes in firing, an additional series of post hoc analyses was applied to test whether firing rates changed preferentially during trials with particular stimulus type (Sϩ or SϪ) and response type (Rϩ or RϪ) combinations as described below.
The second stage of analysis focused on the odor specificity of neural activity associated with stimulus coding, including that reflecting matchnonmatch comparisons, and during the memory delay. We first designated the stimulus period as the 500 msec interval immediately after the odor onset during which the rat was actively sampling the odor and the memory period as the 500 msec interval just before onset of the succeeding trial, that is, at the end of the effective memory delay. At this time the rat was reliably initiating the trial during which the previous odor would be compared with the subsequent odor. One-way ANOVAs were used to identify significant differences in the neuronal responses among the odor set during the sensory and memory periods. Additionally, to examine whether the activity during the memory period varied according to the length of delay, cells recorded in sessions in which both the 3 and 30 sec delays were used were subjected to a two-way factorial analysis with delay length and odor as the two factors. Newman-Keuls post hoc comparisons were used to test differences between pairs of means when necessary.
Additional analyses of differential match-nonmatch responses focused on cells that showed odor-selective activity during the stimulus period. Our aims were to determine whether odor-selective cells tended to show enhanced or suppressed responses to immediate stimulus repetition and whether the match-nonmatch response was larger for the odors to which the cell is tuned than for other odors. One analysis was focused on individual cells and used a two-way ANOVA (2 ϫ 2) to compare responses on match versus nonmatch trials for the "best" versus "worst" odor, that is, for those odors associated with the highest and lowest mean firing during the cue-sampling period. A second analysis was focused on the entire population of cells that showed odor-selective activity during odor sampling. We first categorized activity as "enhanced" if the mean firing rate was higher on match than nonmatch trials or "suppressed" if the firing rate was lower on match than nonmatch trials. Then the difference between match and nonmatch firing rates was computed, and paired t tests were performed separately on the groups of enhanced and suppressed cells to compare the difference scores between the best versus the worst odor stimulus.
RESULTS

Electrode localizations
Reconstructions of the electrode tracks are provided in Figure 1 . Because of the angle of electrode penetrations, recordings in the perirhinal and entorhinal cortices were almost exclusively in superficial layers. Recordings in the perirhinal cortex were primarily within the dorsal bank of the rhinal sulcus, with some sites bordering on ectorhinal cortex and a few sites in the ventral bank of the rhinal sulcus. Recordings in the entorhinal area were restricted to the lateral entorhinal cortex. In the subiculum, recordings were within the ventral part of the subiculum near the CA1 border. Analysis of recording sites along the electrode penetrations did not reveal any systematic localization of any of the functionally characterized cell types described below; however, there was a distinct bias for neighboring cells to have similar functional correlates.
Behavioral performance
Rats acquired the cDNMS task rapidly, with all animals reaching the performance criterion in Ͻ400 trials. Rats tested with the 16 odor set continued to perform accurately during the recording sessions, averaging 92.1% correct. Compared with the performance of rats using the 16 odor set, the performance of rats tested with the 8 odor set was significantly reduced at both delays, averaging 84.9% correct at the 3 sec delay (t (7) ϭ 3.63; p Ͻ 0.01) and 70.3% at the 30 sec delay (t (7) ϭ 8.89; p Ͻ 0.001). Furthermore, the performance of those rats tested with the 8 odor set was significantly higher at the 3 sec delay than at the 30 sec delay (t (6) ϭ 4.26; p Ͻ 0.01). This pattern of decreased cDNMS performance associated with reduced odor set size (higher inter-item interference) and longer memory delays parallels the earlier findings of Otto and Eichenbaum (1992a) .
Neuronal activity related to behavioral events
A total of 378 units were isolated from perirhinal cortex (n ϭ 177), lateral entorhinal cortex (n ϭ 128), and subiculum (n ϭ 73). The units were recorded during the course of 56 recording sessions, averaging 6.2 sessions per animal. Table 1 summarizes the results from the analysis of neuronal activity associated with the four specific behavioral events listed above, segregating the different cell types according to whether the firing changes occurred primarily during the stimulus onset period or during the delay period. Consistent with the findings on hippocampal CA1 cells recorded from rats performing the same cDNMS task (Otto and Eichenbaum, 1992b) , as well as that from odor discrimination tasks (Eichenbaum et al., 1987; Wiener et al., 1989) , the activity of single neurons in these areas was correlated with each identifiable event occurring during cDNMS performance. Indeed, a large proportion of neurons from each of the regions recorded (entorhinal 91.4%, perirhinal 89.8%, subiculum 100%) displayed activity that could be statistically related to one of the four behavioral events. This behavior-related activity was in the form of an increase in some units, a decrease in others, and both an increase and decrease in still other units. Most perirhinal and entorhinal cells showed increased firing, whereas most subiculum cells showed decreases in firing. Examples of responses for each of the four categories of cells identified in the event analysis are displayed in Figure 2 .
Cue-sampling cells
Neuronal activity during cDNMS performance strongly reflected the cue-sampling event (Table 1) . Peak changes in firing during the cue-sampling phase varied among units, with perirhinal units often showing a striking synchronization to odor onset, offset, or both of these events. Figure 3 shows a perirhinal unit that exhibited a suppression of activity after the nose poke, a subsequent marked activity increase sharply time-locked to the odor onset, and finally a return to its basal firing rate synchronized with the cessation of odor sampling (the unpoke). Much less evidence of this stimulus synchronization was observed in lateral entorhinal and subiculum units. During the cue-sampling phase of each cDNMS trial, subjects must not only store information about the current trial but also must determine whether the current cue is a "match" or a "nonmatch" for the previous sample. To assess whether the activity of the cue-sampling units identified in the preliminary event analysis reflected match-nonmatch processing across all odor comparisons, three additional statistical analyses were conducted. First, cellular activity was compared for all nonmatch (Sϩ) versus all match trials (SϪ) using a two-tailed t-test. To the extent that performance was accurate, however, differences in firing on nonmatch trials versus match trials could be attributable to the match-nonmatch distinction or the difference in the associated response (Rϩ vs RϪ). To decide between these two alternatives, additional post hoc t tests were performed comparing unit activity between match and nonmatch trials that ended in the same behavioral response, that is, SϩRϩ versus SϪRϩ trials, and between match and nonmatch trials that ended in different behavioral responses, that is, SϩRϩ versus SϪRϪ trials. Cells whose activity was statistically different between match and nonmatch trials and in both post hoc tests were designated "strong" match-nonmatch cells, and cells who only differed in Sϩ versus SϪ and SϩRϩ versus SϪRϩ comparisons were designated "weak" match-nonmatch cells, a distinction made in our previous analysis of hippocampal neurons (Otto and Eichenbaum, 1992b) . Unfortunately, because of accurate task performance, there were very few SϪRϩ trials for some cells (Ͻ2% of the total trials in the most extreme case). Correspondingly, these analyses were restricted to sessions in which performance was poorest, that is, where substantial numbers of errors of commission were made. Thus, the complete set of comparisons could not be performed for the 61 cue-sampling units recorded from the perirhinal cortex of rats tested with the 16 odor set, or for 11 of the cue-sampling units recorded from the lateral entorhinal area of rats tested with the 8 odor set. Of the remaining cue-sampling cells, 7 of the 43 units recorded from lateral entorhinal cortex and 6 of the 35 units recorded from the subiculum were designated as "strong" or "weak" match-nonmatch cells (Table 2 ). An example of a "strong" match-nonmatch cell is shown in Figure 4 . This entorhinal unit showed a marked increase in activity time-locked to the unpoke on SϩRϩ (Fig. 4 A) trials, but showed no appreciable increase in activity on SϪRϩ (Fig. 4 B) or SϪRϪ (Fig. 4C ) trials. Match-nonmatch cells were about equally divided in their preference for either match or nonmatch trials. Additional analyses aimed to identify neural activity associated with match-nonmatch comparisons for specific sample odors are provided below.
Other units identified in the present analysis reflected the response (i.e., Rϩ or RϪ) that follows the test odor delivery better than the match-nonmatch comparison between two successive odors. For such cells the analyses indicated no significant difference in firing rate on SϩRϩ versus SϪRϩ trials, but differences in firing on SϩRϩ versus SϪRϪ trials. These firing characteristics were identified in 16 units across all the PHR areas ( Table 2 ). Both of the "response" cells in perirhinal cortex displayed increased activity on Rϩ compared with RϪ trials, whereas three lateral entorhinal cells and two subiculum cells preferred Rϩ, and seven lateral entorhinal cells and two subiculum cells preferred RϪ trials.
Reward-approach cells
The increased firing of reward-approach cells immediately before and during the water response could reflect either the water response itself or some form of feedback associated with the outcome of the response (reinforcement or nonreinforcement). Changes in unit activity that occurred during this period on both SϩRϩ and SϪRϩ trials, or on SϩRϩ trials only, can be accounted for by either alternative. In contrast, if the change in activity occurred only during SϪRϩ trials, the firing cannot simply be associated with the water response per se, but must in some way reflect the outcome of the response. As in the analysis of the cue-sampling match-nonmatch cells, some units identified as reward-approach units were excluded from this analysis because of insufficient SϪRϩ trials. Of the 13 reward-approach cells that could be analyzed (Table 2) , some in lateral entorhinal cortex fired significantly more on match trials, and the others exhibited no preference for either trial type. Figure 5 shows an example of a "match" reward-approach cell recorded from lateral entorhinal cortex. On both SϩRϩ (Fig. 5A) and SϪRϩ (Fig. 5B ) trials, firing in this cell increased ϳ300 msec before the rat made the water port response, but reached a greater peak on the SϪRϩ trials. Note that in this example the differential increase was apparent before the water delivery, suggesting that the difference between the trial types was encoded before information (i.e., the absence of a water reward), indicating an error of commission.
Trial-initiation cells
Substantial proportions of the units from all three recording sites were classified as trial initiation in the preliminary analysis (Table  1 ). The activity of these units might have reflected the incipient nose-poke behavior associated with the act of trial initiation or the maintenance or regeneration of an odor memory representation of the preceding sample odor. This issue will be addressed directly below in the analysis of stimulus-specific activity during the trial initiation period.
Delay cells
Units identified as delay cells in the initial event analysis (altered activity 2.0 -2.5 sec after the unpoke) were most frequently recorded in the lateral entorhinal cortex, with considerably smaller proportions of this cell type in the perirhinal cortex and subiculum (Table 1 ). The firing pattern of these cells usually took the form of an increase in firing rate, beginning soon after the trial offset (house lights turned off), persisting for ϳ1-2 sec, and then returning to baseline before the initiation of the subsequent trial. Closer examination of these cells revealed that responses usually occurred on SϩRϩ (i.e., rewarded) trials. Given that the trial offset occurred almost immediately after the water port response, it may be that this "delay-related" activity reflects the consummatory response rather than sensory information about the preceding sample cue. An example is presented in Figure 6 . This cell displayed a marked increase in activity that occurred around the time of the trial offset on SϩRϩ trials, but no such increase occurred on either SϪRϪ or SϪRϩ trials.
Odor-specific neuronal activity during stimulus and memory periods Stimulus period
All units, rather than only those units classified as cue-sampling cells in event analysis, were included in the assessment of odorselective activity during odor sampling. This inclusive approach was taken because of the possibility that a response that was highly odor-selective might be greatly diluted by averaging across a large number of odors, as was done in the event analysis, resulting in an overall nonsignificant firing rate change.
One-way ANOVAs on mean activity during the first 0.5 sec of the stimulus sampling period revealed that more than one third (45 of 128 units; 35.2%) of lateral entorhinal neurons had significant odor-selective responses, as did somewhat lesser proportions of perirhinal (20 of 177 units; 11.3%) and subicular (18 of 73 units; 24.7%) units. Most cells showed complex patterns of differential odor responses involving varying degrees of activation across the odor set; however, in some cells, activity during the sensory period was significantly greater for one particular odor. Examples of highly selective activation in perirhinal, lateral entorhinal, and subiculum cells are shown in Figure 7 . Post hoc comparisons showed that the perirhinal cell (Fig. 7A) had a significantly greater response to odor 14 than to any of the other 15 sample odors. Similarly, the lateral entorhinal cell (Fig. 7B ) fired more selectively to odor 6, and the subiculum cell (Fig. 7C) to odor 2. To provide a more detailed representation of the time course of neural activity in an odor-selective cell, Figure 8 shows the firing pattern of the lateral entorhinal unit displayed in the previous figure across time. This unit showed a clear increase in selective activity during presentation of odor 6, reaching its peak at ϳ200 msec after odor onset, and returning to baseline after termination of the odor presentation (typically 400 -700 msec after odor onset).
Additional analyses were performed on odor-selective cells to determine whether responses during immediate stimulus repetition (match trials) were enhanced or suppressed as compared with activity when a stimulus was not preceded by itself (nonmatch trials). These analyses included all cells that showed odorselective activity but focused on comparisons of responses to the odor associated with the highest average firing rate during stimulus sampling (best odor) versus the odor associated with the lowest average firing rate (worst odor). In cell-by-cell analyses, 17 of the 83 odor-selective cells (3 of 20 perirhinal, 12 of 45 entorhinal, 2 of 18 subiculum) had significantly different activity on match versus nonmatch trials either as a main effect along with a main effect for odor, or in the interaction of odor ϫ trial type, or both. All three perirhinal cells showed suppression of activity on match trials, but both subiculum cells showed match enhancement. In entorhinal cortex, seven of the cells showed suppression on match trials and five showed match enhancement. Of these cells, six showed both odor and trial-type effects, or a significant interaction between these factors, indicating odor-selective match suppression or enhancement by individual cells (Fig. 9) .
In yet a further analysis that took into consideration all odorselective cells, we first separated those cells that had greater average firing on immediate stimulus repetition, that is, showed match enhancement, from those that had lower average firing on stimulus repetition, that is, showed match suppression. Then, in separate paired t tests, the amount of enhancement or suppression was compared for the best versus worst odor stimulus for each cell. The results of this analysis (Fig. 10) indicated that an approximately equal numbers of cells showed match enhancement (n ϭ 44) or suppression (n ϭ 39). The amount of match-enhancement (t (43) ϭ 3.22; p Ͻ 0.002) and match-suppression (t (38) ϭ 3.81; p Ͻ 0.001) was substantially greater for the best than the worst odor. Although relatively few cells individually showed statistically significant odor-specific match-nonmatch effects, when the analyses on match and nonmatch responses were combined, the cell population demonstrated robust odor-selective match enhancement and match suppression.
Memory period
Using the same rationale as in the analysis of odor specificity during cue sampling, all units were included in the analysis of odor-selective responses during the delay. ANOVAs revealed that 14 of the 177 perirhinal units (7.9%), 14 of the 128 lateral entorhinal units (10.9%), and 9 of the 73 subicular units (12.3%) exhibited odor-selective activity at the end of the memory delay.
In the examples shown in Figure 11 , post hoc comparisons showed that unit activity was significantly greater when one particular odor was presented on the previous trial. The perirhinal cell fired at a greater rate at the end of the delay after presentation of odor 15 than after any other odor, the entorhinal cell fired selectively at the end of the delay after odor 7, and the subiculum cell fired selectively after odor 6. To determine the duration over which odor memory representations can be maintained in the PHR, we evaluated odor specificity at the end of 3 sec delays as compared with that at the end of 30 sec delays. All units recorded from subjects tested with 3 and 30 sec delays were subjected to a two-way factorial ANOVA (odor ϫ delay). Substantial fractions of neurons in each of the three areas displayed odor-selective responses, regardless of delay. Of the 128 lateral entorhinal cells analyzed, 10 (7.8%) exhibited odor-selective firing, as did 3 (10.0%) of the 30 perirhinal units and 8 (11.0%) of the 73 subicular units. Figure 12 A shows a lateral entorhinal cell that maintained similar patterns of firing in the form of selective activation after presentation of odor 8 at the end of both 3 and 30 sec delays. Notably, we observed two distinct forms of neural activity across the delay yielding similar sensory period and subsequent memory period firing patterns. In some cells, odor-selective patterns were maintained above baseline throughout short (Fig. 13A ) and in some cases long delays (not shown). In other cells, odor-selective patterns that appeared during cue sampling disappeared early in the delay but were reinstated just before the succeeding stimulus onset (Fig. 13B) .
Fewer units recorded in lateral entorhinal cortex (6 of 128 units; 4.7%) and subiculum (3 of 73 units; 4.1%), and none of 30 units in the perirhinal cortex, exhibited an odor-specific change in activity that was also dependent on the length of the delay. Furthermore, examination of the magnitude of the odor-specific and delay length-dependent entorhinal and perirhinal cells revealed no clear tendency for cells to exhibit better specificity at either of the delays. Thus only three of the six entorhinal cells and one of the three subiculum cells that showed odor-and delayselective activity displayed greater specificity at the 3 sec delay Figure 8 . Activity of the lateral entorhinal cell from Figure 3B during the 2 sec before and after the odor onset for each of the eight odors with which the subject was tested. The firing of this cell significantly increased during the cue-sampling period only for odor 6.
than at the 30 sec delay, as might be expected if these cells "forgot" the sample stimulus. Figure 12 B shows an example of an entorhinal unit that displayed strong odor selectivity for odor 5 at the end of 3 sec delay but not at the end of the 30 sec delay.
Other cells in each area, however, fired differentially at the short versus long delays, with or without odor-selective responses. Substantial proportions of lateral entorhinal units (21 of 128 units; 16.4%) and perirhinal units (5 of 30 units; 16.7%) exhibited a significant delay effect, as did some subiculum units (3 of 73 units; 4.1%). Examination of the magnitude of these responses revealed that the firing of entorhinal units was not preferentially associated with either delay, with 11 of the 21 neurons displaying greater activity during the 3 sec delay. By contrast, all three subiculum units whose activity varied with the delay showed greater firing at the end of the 3 sec delay, and the activity of four of the five perirhinal units was greatest at the end of the 30 sec delay. An example of a perirhinal unit that fired significantly more at the end of 3 sec delays, but did not show statistically significant odor selectivity, is displayed in Figure 12C . When the data across these analyses are combined, the main finding is that firing patterns frequently vary with the length of the delay, but the pattern of differential odor-selective activity is largely maintained even across a long delay. tex (F (7,317) ϭ 4.57; p Ͻ 0.01), and ( C) the subiculum (F (7,281) ϭ 2.79; p Ͻ 0.01). All three neurons were maximally responsive during this period when one particular odor of the 8 or 16 odor set had been presented on the preceding trial.
DISCUSSION
Behavioral correlates of neuronal activity in the PHR
Neuronal activity in the PHR reflected all identifiable behavioral events in the DNMS task. Many of the behavioral correlates likely reflect specific behaviors, e.g., odor investigation, reward consumption, and movements into or out of the sniff port. Other responses that were closely time-locked to stimulus onset and offset may reflect sensory-evoked responses. Yet other firing patterns that closely followed the match or nonmatch stimulus relations seem to reflect some general cognitive operation associated with all recognition judgments. More compelling evidence that the PHR is involved in stimulus-specific memory processing comes from comparisons of neural responses across the stimulus set described below.
The broad range of responses observed in the PHR is not surprising from the perspective of the anatomical inputs from widespread cortical regions, including all unimodal and polymodal sensory association areas, sensorimotor cortex, and multiple prefrontal and limbic cortical areas (Deacon et al., 1983; Burwell et al., 1995) . The finding that nearly all cells reflected sensory, behavioral, and cognitive events within this task is consistent with the massive convergence of cortical inputs onto the PHR and the importance of this region to performance on the DNMS task.
Stimulus-specific "sensory" responses and "memory" correlates in the PHR of rats and monkeys
Sustained stimulus-selective neuronal activity has been observed in cells recorded from several cortical association areas, including the inferotemporal (Fuster and Jervey, 1981; Miyashita and Chang, 1988; Fuster, 1990) and prefrontal cortices (GoldmanRakic et al., 1990) in monkeys and the auditory cortex in rats (Sakurai, 1990a) . There have also been several reports of sensoryand memory-related activity in the PHR (Sakurai, 1990b; Miller et al., 1991 Riches et al., 1991; Quirk et al., 1992; Fahy et al., 1993; Li et al., 1993; Miller and Desimone, 1994; . In particular, Brown and colleagues (Brown, 1996) and Miller and colleagues (Miller et al., 1991 Miller and Desimone, 1994) observed selective visually driven activity in the perirhinal and entorhinal areas of monkeys performing visually guided match and nonmatch to sample tasks. In those studies the predominant memory correlate was reduced activation on repetition of a sample cue, and this response was stimulus specific; however, Miller and colleagues (Miller et al., 1991 Miller and Desimone, 1994 ) also noted cells with sustained delay activity, which ended on immediate presentation of another cue, as well as enhanced activity when a match stimulus was repeated after intervening stimuli. Recently, Zhu and colleagues also observed lasting stimulus-specific decremental sensory responses in the rat perirhinal and entorhinal cortex, and these responses were also sustained through intervening stimulus presentations.
In the present study, cells throughout the PHR of rats demonstrated sustained stimulus-selective activity during the memory delay. In some cases the odor-specific representation was maintained above baseline activity throughout the delay, and in other cases the activity pattern during odor sampling disappeared and then was "recalled" at the end of the delay. These observations suggest the existence of explicitly sustained sensory representations and subthreshold encodings that can be enhanced in anticipation of the matching event. In addition, equivalent proportions of parahippocampal neurons showed stimulus-selective match enhancement or match suppression of activity during a repeated stimulus. One possible explanation for both types of responses is that these firing patterns reflect the separate outcomes of equally frequent "match" and "nonmatch" judgments. Alternatively, the combination of enhancement and suppression could reflect competitive cellular interactions during reestablishment of a familiar stimulus representation. Regardless of the basis of these correlates, the capacity of parahippocampal neurons to identify specific match and nonmatch comparisons for a preceding cue indicates that this area contains sufficient information to support the recognition judgment.
Observations on the memory correlates of neuronal activity in the hippocampus compared with that in the PHR
The characteristics of PHR cells described above differ in important ways with observations on hippocampal neurons recorded in animals performing DNMS tasks. In the most directly comparable study, Otto and Eichenbaum (1992b) recorded the activity of CA1 neurons from rats performing the same odor-guided cDNMS task used here. Some aspects of PHR and hippocampal neuronal activity patterns are similar. A, An entorhinal cell that displayed odor-selective activity at the end of the memory delay that was unaffected by the length of the delay (main effect of odor: F (7,221) ϭ 9.34; p Ͻ 0.01). B, An entorhinal cell that was selectively active for one particular odor at the end of the 3 sec delay but not at the end of the 30 sec delay (main effect of odor: F (7,272) ϭ 4.10, p Ͻ 0.01; odor ϫ delay interaction: F (7,272) ϭ 3.72, p Ͻ 0.01). C, A perirhinal cell that fired more at the end of 3 sec delays, but whose activity did not differ significantly across the odor set (main effect of delay: F (1,326) ϭ 5.59; p Ͻ 0.05).
In both the PHR and the hippocampus, cellular activity reflects virtually all identifiable trial events, including trial initiation, stimulus sampling, discriminative responses, and appetitive behaviors. This observation is consistent with the close and bidirectional connections between these areas and likely reflects their interactions as an interconnected system; however, the two areas differ strikingly in the extent to which neural activity reflects some of the critical aspects of stimulus coding relevant to recognition memory. In particular, unlike cells in the PHR, CA1 neurons exhibited none of the three characteristics identified above as important for the recognition memory demands of the cDNMS task. A subset of the CA1 cells was active during stimulus sampling, but these cells did not show odor-selective activity or persistent firing throughout the delay or stimulusspecific enhancement or suppression on stimulus repetition. Rather, the CA1 cells fired briefly during some part of the delay, perhaps reflecting ongoing behaviors that occurred at that time, and their activity reflected the abstract matchnonmatch relations between sample and choice stimuli. These findings are similar to results from other studies of hippocampal cellular activity in animals performing DNMS tasks. Thus, previous experiments that involved recording from hippocampal neurons in rats (Sakurai, 1990b) and monkeys (Brown et al., 1987; Riches et al., 1991) found no evidence of stimulusspecific encoding during the performance of DNMS tasks. Instead, similar to the Otto and Eichenbaum (1992b) findings, each of these studies described cellular activity related to the match and nonmatch judgments and related behavioral responses.
Two functional components of the hippocampal system
The present data, combined with the results from other recording and neuropsychological studies, indicate that the PHR contains the necessary coding elements for identifying individual stimuli, for maintaining individual stimulus representations across long delays, and for mediating specific match-nonmatch comparisons. By contrast, the hippocampus is not required for recognition of Figure 13 . Examples of cells that showed odor-selective delay activity. A, An entorhinal cell that showed odor-selective activity above baseline throughout the short but not the long delay (odor ϫ delay interaction: F (7,272) ϭ 8.84; p Ͻ 0.01). B, An entorhinal cell that "recalled" the odor-selective sensory-evoked activity pattern at the end of the delay (main effect of odor: F (7,221) ϭ 7.83; p Ͻ 0.01).
individual stimuli, and hippocampal neurons do not encode specific cues during recognition performance, nor do they show delay-related activity for specific memory cues. Studies using other tasks that require more elaborate memory processing, however, do indicate a role for the hippocampus, albeit one that may be qualitatively different from that of the PHR. Considerable evidence from studies on rats indicates the importance of the hippocampus in spatial memory processing (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Nadel, 1991; Jarrard, 1993) . These studies distinguish a critical role for the hippocampus whenever the animal must learn spatial relations among environmental stimuli and use the spatial layout of these cues to guide behavior. Correspondingly, hippocampal neuronal activity reflects the relevant spatial configuration of cues in animals exploring open fields (O'Keefe, 1976 ). Eichenbaum and colleagues (Eichenbaum et al., 1992; Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993) have argued that the involvement of the hippocampus in learning stimulus organizations and using representations of relations among items should be extended to a broader scope of relational dimensions rather than only those of physical space. Indeed, recent evidence shows that selective damage to the hippocampus results in impairments in the flexible expression of learned odor organizations (Bunsey and Eichenbaum, 1996; Dusek and Eichenbaum, 1997) . Correspondingly, hippocampal neuronal activity reflects a broad range of conjunctions or relations among cues that are relevant to performance in various tasks, even in DNMS tasks in which relational coding is not critical to task performance (Eichenbaum, 1996) .
These neuropsychological and neurophysiological findings are consistent with our proposal (Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993; Eichenbaum et al., 1994; Eichenbaum et al., 1995) that the hippocampal system can be divided into at least two functionally distinct components: a PHR component that supports persistent representations of individual items and a hippocampal component that mediates representations of relevant stimulus relationships. During the course of most memory performances, these functions of the PHR and hippocampus likely operate cooperatively and interactively. The PHR may store single items and episodes and maintain persistent representations that are then accessed by the hippocampus for interleaving into relational organizations that are then stored in the cortex (Alvarez and Squire, 1994; McClelland et al., 1995) .
Finally, the present data speak to the issue of what specific areas should be included within these functional components of the hippocampal region. The current observations indicated similar firing patterns of cells in the perirhinal cortex, lateral entorhinal cortex, and subiculum, suggesting that all of these areas might be considered functionally related. Other studies, however, have indicated that the subiculum should be considered part of the hippocampus, both from an anatomical view and from evidence for common function (Eichenbaum et al., 1994) . When combined with the present data, and consistent with its intermediate position between the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus, these findings show that the subiculum may contribute to both functional mechanisms.
